
GHI-EMBLEMHEALTH SETTLE WITH NYAG OVER USE OF 1983 RATE TABLE  
Attorney General Eric T. Schneiderman announced on 9/9/14 an agreement with GHI, a subsidiary of 
EmblemHealth, Inc., New York’s largest health insurer, that requires improved plan disclosures for out-of-
network provider benefits to those members who sign up for GHI's Comprehensive Benefits Plan. The 
settlement also provides that GHI establish a $3.5 million consumer assistance fund to provide financial 
relief to members, most of them New York City employees, and pay $300,000 in penalties to the Attorney 
General’s office.  
The NYAG’s Health Care Bureau opened an investigation into GHI in 2013, after receiving numerous 
consumer complaints. The investigation focused on GHI’s Comprehensive Benefits Plan (CBP), one of 
several health plans offered to New York City employees and retirees. Historically, the CBP has been 
offered at no cost to employees. The CBP also appeals to employees because the plan includes an out-
of-network benefit, which allows plan members to seek care from doctors who are not in the plan’s 
provider network. However, the CBP’s reimbursement rate for out-of-network providers is tied to a 1983 
fee schedule that has rarely been updated, and thus rarely covers – or comes close to covering – the 
amount billed. The NYAG’s agreement requires that GHI make the fee reimbursement schedule 
accessible and transparent to members and prospective members.  
It is not known what the GHI ambulance fee schedule is based upon and ambulances services may be 
between a rock and a hard place in getting their bills paid to the fullest. However, “balance billing” 
whereby a provider bills a patient for the difference between what the health insurer pays and the original 
bill has been prohibited under New York's "Ambulance Mandate," which went into effect on 1/1/02. Since 
April 2002, federal law, in a provision similar to New York's Ambulance Mandate, requires Medicare 
HMOs to pay, and non-participating ambulance providers to accept, Medicare's approved reimbursement 
amount for ambulance services as payment in full and prohibits billing consumers for the balance 
between that amount and the providers charges. In separate cases in 2004 an ambulance provider and 
HMO were required by agreements with the NYAG to refund improper charges.  
The NYAG Press Release is at http://www.ag.ny.gov/press-release/ag-schneiderman-announces-
settlement-health-insurer-increases-out-network-disclosure The settlement agreement is at 
http://www.ag.ny.gov/pdfs/AG-GHI_Assurance_No14-181_Fully_Executed.pdf  
GML SECTION 209(I) AMENDED REGARDING VFBL AND VAWBL COVERAGE  
Governor Andrew Cuomo signed into law on 12/17/14 a bill that extends benefits to certain volunteer 
firefighters and volunteer ambulance workers when they are injured in the line of duty while assisting at 
an emergency before an officer in command arrives at the scene. Previous to the passage of the law, 
volunteers who provided emergency services outside of their regular jurisdiction — before “an officer in 
command” arrived on the scene of the emergency – could be denied benefits covering their injuries. Bill 
No. A00400/S03590 states: In the event that an active volunteer firefighter or volunteer ambulance 
worker provides services when there is no jurisdictional officer in command present, such volunteer 
firefighter or volunteer ambulance worker shall be entitled to coverage under the Volunteer Firefighters 
Benefit Law or the Volunteer Ambulance Workers Benefit Law during the time such services are 
rendered.  

Only those entities that operate under this section of the General Municipal Law (GML) such as volunteer fire 

departments are covered by GML 209 and Section 209 (i) (the sub-section that is reference in the new law) 

specifically refers to volunteer firefighters. Independent volunteer ambulance services and private ambulance 

services do not operate under GML and therefore, would probably not be covered by the legislation. Unlike those 

entities that fall under GML where the agency requesting mutual aid assumes all liability, for independent VACs, 

the responding agency assumes all liability. Generally, If an EMT or paramedic stops to assist at an emergency 

outside their agency’s Authorized Operating Territory they are acting as a Good Samaritan and not considered on-

duty. 


